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Mark Conrad Named Chairman of
Parole Board
By Stephanie Geary, Research Analyst/Newsletter Editor

O

n behalf of the agency, I would like to say
“congratulations” to Mark Conrad on
officially being named Chairman of the
Massachusetts Parole Board!

Mark has been in an Acting Chairman capacity
since October of 2008, and formally received news
from the Governor of his appointment on March
16th, 2009.
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I know that each of us are excited to work under
the Chairman’s leadership, and can sense the special pride he takes in his work.
I asked our new Chairman if he would like to make
a statement to the agency and without delay, he responded:
The great Oprah Winfrey once stated, “Where there is no struggle, there is no
strength.” The struggle in becoming something as significant as the Chairman of
the Parole Board appears probably to some, effortless; I would concur with this
statement if there is a proper foundation in place. My foundation comes with a
strong work ethic and a belief system that good things happen to those who work
hard at it. Of course a strong basis is not poised without an educational environment that is nurturing and developmental. It is crucial to have help along the way.
The guidance I received from mentors through this journey is countless and realizing no one person makes it through life without a helping hand. I have always believed I was going to be in a position to do great things, but it is another thing to do
great things. Here lies the test, not just for me, but the challenges that will arise
from an opportunity during this fiscally sensitive time to make a difference. Martin
Luther King Jr. once said, “America can put a man on the moon, but has not yet
discovered how to put a man on his feet.” This is our task, this is our mission.
I close with this thought, Hall of Fame football player Mike Ditka once quoted, “I
don’t think anything is unrealistic if you believe you can do it.” Let’s leave a legacy
for all to witness, we each have a part in turning a small state governmental agency
from being first-rate, to great!
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The Importance of “Training”
By Donald Giancioppo, Executive Director
“Great discoveries and improvements involve the co-operation of
many minds.” This quote from Alexander Graham Bell truly embodies

training standards, processes and
tracking. The Chairman stresses
that if we are not properly trained
we can not reasonably expect ourselves to accomplish our
goals. As a result, we are developing several new approaches to our training
strategy including the development of an agency-wide
training committee.

In the next few weeks, we
will be conducting our first
meeting with the
new training committee, comprised of a
the philosophy Chairman Conrad
diverse and experienced
maintains regarding the agency’s
group of eleven staff
ability to fulfill our core mission
members, selected by the
and improve public safety.
division directors. This
committee will be reAs we all know, one of the most
critical factors for any organization sponsible for identifying
training needs and develto succeed is training. To perform
at our most successful level, we all oping a training invenneed to be appropriately prepared, tory and tracking system that will
allow us to address our training
which translates to ‘trained’. At
Parole, training encompasses a vast issues in a more comprehensive,
range of topics from parole eligibil- strategic and effective manner.
ity calculaIn addition, the
tions and
Chairman also
case manageacknowledges
ment topics
that managers
to diversity
need to be proptraining, moerly trained to
tivational
ensure that we
interviewing
are truly managand superviing our respecsory skills.
tive responsibilities in the most
Chairman
effective manner possible. ThereConrad has consistently emphasized the need for us to improve our fore, in February, the senior man-

agers participated in a training facilitated by Richard Stroker from
the Center for Effective Public Policy (CEPP)1 .
This two day training focused on
several topics including: leadership,
team-building, secondary trauma
and identifying and prioritizing
critical organizational goals. We
were exposed to several strategies,
philosophies and concepts that were
thought-provoking, informative and
provided us with a more compre-

hensive understanding of how we
can achieve better results.
Chairman Conrad has made his
intention clear that our efforts and
potential for improvement are dependent on not just an individual or
group, but rather the entire agency.
As we proceed, we expect and intend to expand and improve our
agency trainings, appreciating that
the CEPP training was a great opportunity for the senior managers
to expand on our ability to perform
at a higher level and we now need
to provide that same opportunity
for staff throughout the agency.

CEPP is a nonprofit organization with over two decades of experience providing assistance to jurisdictions across the nation
on a variety of issues and topics related to criminal justice, including offender management, collaboration as a method to
enhance justice-related efforts, and offender assessment and decision-making. CEPP also supports the integration of new
and innovative criminal justice philosophies and practices into the work of policymakers and practitioners. CEPP is the organization contracted by the National Institute of Corrections (NIC) and the Association of Paroling Authorities International (APAI) to conduct Parole Board trainings (members and staff) nationwide on a variety of subjects. CEPP is also responsible for all Center for Sex Offender Management (CSOM) training.
1
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SERV Spotlight: The Everybody
Wins! Power
Lunch Reading Program
By Nelson Simao, Reentry Housing Program Coordinator

O

ver the past year, Parole News has written about the various
volunteering events by Parole Board employees through the
Commonwealth’s SERV (State Employees Responding as Volunteers) Program. In this edition, I will focus on the Everybody
Wins! Power Lunch Program. Every Wednesday at lunchtime during the
calendar school year, I make the short trip from the Parole Board’s Central Office in Natick, to the Woodrow Wilson Elementary School in Framingham to read one on one to a bright, energetic 4th grader.

Everybody Wins! was founded in 1991 in response to a report from the
National Institute of Education’s Commission on Reading. The report
stated “reading aloud” to be the single biggest factor in children’s success in reading on their own. Today, Everybody Wins! Metro Boston provides Power Lunch Mentors each week for almost 700 children at 14 schools, in 8
communities, throughout greater Boston, Billerica, Cambridge, Chelsea, Everett, Framingham, Somerville and
Waltham.
I can attest that this program works. Since the beginning of the school year, the 4th grade boy I tutor has shown
great strides in listening skills, as well as becoming more involved in the books I read to him by asking more
questions about the reading material. The boy I read to is also a gifted artist and often draws pictures of the
characters in the book.
The school’s Reading Coordinator has given the volunteer readers feedback about the children’s excitement
when Wednesday arrives. I can say the feeling is mutual. For more information concerning this program, please
contact Ryan Ruffing at (617) 654-0254 or visit the website at www.ewmb.org.

My First 60 Days
By Ina Howard-Hogan, General Counsel
“It will be a bit overwhelming, that’s normal.” Everything will begin to make sense in a couple of weeks.”
“You will continue to learn new things.” “You will enjoy
working here.” These are a few of the comments I remember hearing during my first few weeks as General
Counsel. Now, I must confess that yes, I was a bit overwhelmed, but after a few weeks things did begin to
make sense. Additionally, I am continuing to learn new
things, and truly enjoying working here.
I am looking forward to the next sixty days and beyond
as the Legal Unit prepares to continue educating mem-

bers of our agency and the legal community in various
areas of the law. In the near future, we will facilitate
trainings for the Board and Parole staff in the areas of
Diversity, Workplace Violence, and Sexual Harassment. We will also conduct trainings for the various
District Attorney’s Offices in the issues relating to Lifetime Supervision for Sex Offenders.
During the past sixty days, I have been warmly welcomed as a new member of the “Parole Family.” I
would like to say “thank you,” to all of you for making
my transition such a great experience.
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Parole Board Establishes New Working Groups
By Stephanie Geary, Research Analyst/Newsletter Editor

I

n response to the agency’s mission of becoming
more transparent and dedicated to evidencebased practice, two formal working groups have
been established: an Outcome Measure faction
and a Graduated Sanctions Review faction. Both of
these groups consist of field staff, central office staff
and management. As the Chairman stated in his editorial this edition, “Parole should always be engaged
in evidence-based practices and measurable outcomes.” This is the premise for the creation and existence of these two groups.
The Outcome Measure faction began in collaboration
with the Georgia Board of Pardons and Parole. This
past December, two members from the Georgia Board
of Pardons and Parole held a two-day training at Parole’s Central Office in Natick. The focus of this training was to assist the Massachusetts Parole Board in
developing and implementing a strategy to utilize
available operational data to assess supervision activities and measure outcomes. Parole Board Executive
Director Don Giancioppo noted, “Since we are always
striving to improve operations, we must first be able to
evaluate current performance and outcomes. The current efforts are designed with this in mind and are
focused on providing transparent, reliable and validated information for us to assess and subsequently,

incorporate into our ongoing efforts to improve public
safety.”
Over the past two months, the Outcome Measure
group has assembled together twice in an effort to develop standard operational definitions. The focus of
this group is to identify, measure and analyze
“successful” versus “unsuccessful” parolee discharges
from supervision. This will also entail in-depth
evaluations of what static and dynamic factors directly
relate to an individual’s success or failure while on
active parole supervision in the community. Another
goal of this group is to work in collaboration with
Northeastern academia in producing external documents that present the data and research that stems
from the work this group undertakes.
The Graduated Sanctions Review faction was launched
to refine the current administration of Graduated
Sanctions. Chief of Field Services George Valentgas
stated, “This group was started to make minor improvements in graduated sanctions procedures; the
initiative started in 2006, and it is now time to go back
and review process operations.” The group has convened twice already and is looking forward to future
meetings with its goal of optimizing the current graduated sanctions practice.
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E

ach April since 1981, Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) has
helped lead communities throughout the country in their
observances of National Crime Victims’ Rights Week
(NCVRW). Rallies, candlelight vigils, and a host of commemorative activities are held each year to promote victims' rights
and to honor crime victims and those who advocate on their behalf.
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Statistically
Speaking ...
By Stephanie Geary, Research Analyst/Newsletter Editor

I

want to use Statistically Speaking this edition of Parole News to inform the agency- as
well other outside organizations- that the Parole Board’s 2008 Annual Statistical Report
will be available online (Parole Board Website)
shortly.
The Annual Statistical Report is a compilation of
agency statistics and trends, including:

•

Institutional hearings

•

Parolee releases to supervision
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•

Interstate Compact

•

Warrants

•

Graduated Sanctions

•

Parole Officer caseloads

•

Regional Reentry Centers (RRCs)

•

Substance Abuse Coordinator (SAC) initiative

•

Revocations

•

Drug tests

•

Executive Clemency

This year, the report will also include a trend analysis covering the past three years (2006-2008).
Please feel free to contact me via email at Stephanie.geary@state.ma.us) or phone (508.650.4558) for
further information!

New Electronic Forms Now Online in SPIRIT
By Tina Hurley, Hearings Examiner

Good news! Electronic form templates have been created by Parole Board Hearings Examiner staff.

•

Parolee Request for Postponement of Preliminary
Revocation Hearing

A complete suite of the new forms (including updated
existing forms) will soon be incorporated into the
SPIRIT database for easy online access.

•

H.E. Approval of Postponement of Preliminary
Revocation Hearing

•

Criminal Record Information Request and Dissemination

•

Waiver of Preliminary Revocation Hearing with
Reasons Section

•

Language Translation at Preliminary Revocation
Hearing

•

Revised Preliminary Hearing Summary Report

•

Report Determining Indigency Qualification

•

Results of Evaluation for Provided Counsel

•

Statement of Legal Representation

We will have straight, clean and printable forms each
and every time. This is the first step for the Hearings
Examiners in developing and improving our online
presence and making maximum use of our technology
system.
The new forms will enhance functionality with better
user interface and design consistency and improve the
look and feel of the old forms, making them easier to
use and fill out.
Below is a list of the ready to use forms to date (more
to come soon):

•

Waiver of Time Limits Regarding 48 Hour Notice
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SPIRIT Revisited!
By David Quinlan, Director of Information Technology

P

arole’s case management & tracking application, SPIRIT (State Parole Integrated Record and Tracking
Information System), has been in production for over three and a half years and continues on its mission of putting accurate and timely information in the hands of Parole users that depend upon this information to perform their daily tasks. SPIRIT currently stores information on and tracks 77,894 inmates (inactive and active), 38,427 parolees (inactive and active) and 46,754 certified victim petitioners. SPIRIT
is utilized by over 250 users from Parole, the Department of Corrections (DOC) and the Sex Offender Registry
Board (SORB).
Since its inception, SPIRIT has continually been enhanced to support new programs such as Reentry, Employment, Supervision Fee Tracking and Graduated Sanctions- along with extending the collection of information on
all aspects of inmates and parolees. Collecting this information has allowed reports to be built that not only ensure accurate tracking of clients, but identifies patterns such as ‘what type of programs are parolees being released to’, ‘do they have health care’ or ‘what are the characteristics of parolees who fail while on parole
(education, employment, etc.). Knowing these trends provides insight to management within Parole as well as
other interested parties (Executive Office of Public Safety and Security [EOPSS], state legislators, community
partners, etc.) and can play a key role in allocating resources.
While improvements are being applied to the SPIRIT application on a daily basis, early discussions are ongoing
with partners such as EOPSS and the Criminal Histories Systems Board (CHSB) to create a vision of SPIRIT
that will migrate to newer technologies and standards that will not only provide the critical functionality utilized
today, but to take advantage of a more integrated platform with our criminal justice partners.

IPSO Officer Presents at Conference
By Mark Kochanek, Parole Officer, IPSO Unit

T

he Project Safe Childhood/ICAC (Internet
Crimes Against Children) Conference was
held March 18th & 19th at the Westford
Regency in Westford, MA. The conference
was sponsored by Project Safe Childhood
(Department of Justice), Massachusetts ICAC Task
Force and the Cyber Protection Program of the
Middlesex County District Attorney’s Office.
Opening remarks were given by Assistant United
States Attorney, District of Massachusetts, Dana
Gershengorn. Other presenters included, Assistant
General Attorney Anne Yas, Massachusetts State
Police Sergeant Matthew Murphy, FBI Victim Specialist Courtney Cotsonas, US Marshal Service
Deputy Sean Bianchi and Director for the National

Center for Missing and Exploited Children Peter
Banks.
I, along with United States Probation Officers Jeff
Smith and Joseph LaFratta, hosted a workshop
entitled “Supervising Upon Release: Parole & Probation.” It was a great opportunity and honor for
me to present at this conference because, as you
can see, there were a number of distinguished presenters. The conference was attended by approximately 100 law enforcement personnel, including:
state and local police, state and federal probation
and District Attorney’s Offices from across the
Commonwealth.
(Continued on page 13)
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Employee Profile: Vicky Bagu,
Transitional Parole Officer, Dedham HOC
By Stephanie Geary, Research Analyst/Newsletter Editor

T

his month I had the opportunity to meet with and interview Vicky Bagu,
Transitional Parole Officer (TPO) at Dedham House of Correction (HOC). I
was able to assess quickly why Vicky was so highly recommended for this
profile by Chief of Transitional Services, Lynn Ferraris. Vicky was pleasant, professional and had remarkable knowledge of the TPO position which she was
able to convey to me in a concise and informative manner.
Vicky’s heritage and family background are interesting to note. She was born in
Puerto Rico and moved to the United States when she was ten years old. She can
speak, read and write the Spanish language fluently. This talent assists her daily in
her interactions and interviews with inmates. Vicky also proudly shared with me
that her appeal for law enforcement stems from the fact her father was a Police Officer in Puerto Rico. “I always remember his stories, the uniform and especially the
enthusiasm for his work.”

“I always
remember his
stories, the
uniform and
especially the
enthusiasm for
his work.”

After coming to the US, Vicky attended the B.M.C. Durfee High School in Fall River
where she was a Fresh Peer Leader. In this role she worked alongside the Swansea
Police Department in undercover sting operations targeting underage cigarette purchases in the area. After high school Vicky decided to join the National Guard. She
was modest in telling me how she had to complete Basic Training (which I am sure is
an amazing feat for any individual!). She worked part-time in the National Guard for
six years with the 42nd Divarty in Rehoboth as a 71-Lima (administrative role). During this time after high school Vicky also received her Associate’s Degree in Criminal
Justice from Bristol Community College.
Before coming to Parole Vicky worked as a Correctional Officer at Dartmouth HOC,
and more recently, spent time caring for mentally handicapped children at the Institute for Developmental Disability in Assonet. After passing the Civil Service Exam
and becoming a TPO in 2006, Vicky has not looked back since. It was encouraging to
see the enthusiasm in which Vicky approaches her work. She said to me, “I really
like my job!” When asked to elaborate, she commented that each day is a new challenge- someone new to interview or work with. Vicky also talked about the social
work aspect of her job, her ability to case manage an individual and get to the root of
their issues. She explained that a TPO’s main function is to interview inmates who
are parole eligible, and assess their readiness and qualifications for community supervision. After the interview is done, the TPO must complete the Face Sheet Summary, a Parole document which contains the facts of the case and the TPO’s opinion
for the Board regarding whether or not the inmate in question is a good candidate for
parole supervision. Vicky hopes that her hard work and judgment enables those who
are eventually paroled to make a better life for themselves.
I asked Vicky for advice for others who might strive to be a TPO and she was prompt
to say, “let your work speak for itself, never be afraid to just go for it, network and
most importantly, do not allow yourself to become intimidated!”
Vicky’s future plans include attending UMASS Dartmouth part-time to obtain her
Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice and of someday becoming an Institutional Parole Officer (IPO) or a Field Parole Officer (FPO). But, for now, Vicky is happy to
stay where she is, and others, such as her Supervisor Paul Fennelly, are glad to hear
this! Paul describes Vicky as a “stand-out employee who goes above the norm.”
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Administrative Services Unit
Updates
Retirement
2000

the amount of pay withheld, thus increasing employee
net pay.

The Massachusetts
Department of Revenue allows employees
to receive the first
$2000 in combined retirement deductions and
Medicare tax to be excluded from MA taxable gross
wages. From the start of the new calendar year
(January) up until this $2000 threshold is met, employees will have less MA taxable gross to deduct
taxes from, thus less MA taxes taken. Employees will
see a gradual increase in their MA tax withholding
(sometimes up to 2 pay periods) as they go over the
$2000 threshold.

* For tax years 2009 & 2010 this provision allows for
a refundable 6.2% tax credit for earned income up to a
max of $400 (Single) and $800 (Married)

GIC Open Enrollment *Reminder*

Administrative Services Welcomes a New Team
Member

Annual enrollment will take place April 13 through
May 15, 2009 for changes effective July 1, 2009. Annual enrollment gives you the opportunity to review
your benefit selections and make changes if you desire, or to enroll in benefits if you are GIC eligible.

* No new W4 needed—(higher tax brackets had no
change)
* Beware of Adjusted Gross Income if Single earning
>$75K or Married >$150K may not have sufficient
withholdings taken.
In addition, the exclusion amount for qualified transportation transit passes (MBTA deductions) rose from
$120 to $230 giving a greater pre-tax benefit for the
higher priced MBTA passes (boat and commuter rail).

The Administrative Services Department warmly welcomes another Parole Board Veteran, Ms. Shelia Coley. Sheila has worked for the Parole Board for over
15 years. She has worked in the Field and Transitional Units, and more recently supporting the ChairIf you are already enrolled and want to keep your cur- man in Central Office. In February, Sheila officially
rent GIC health plan, and you are not a Retired
transferred to the Administrative Services DepartTeacher converting to municipal coverage, you do not ment and has been an outstanding addition to the
need to fill out any paperwork. Your coverage will
team. Shelia’s primary responsibilities will be supcontinue automatically.
porting the Human Resources Department.
During annual enrollment, we encourage you to take
the opportunity to think about what you and your
family need in the way of health care and other benefits. Once you choose a health plan, you cannot change
plans until the next annual enrollment, unless you
Change to the Private Auto Employee Reimbursemove out of your health plan's service area.
ment Rates Effective 2/22/09
Enrollment forms must be turned into your GIC Coor- Please be sure to use the new Employee Reimbursedinator (Rachel Thomas) no later than May 15, 2009
ment form for any travel related expenses after
for changes effective July 1, 2009.
2/22/09.
“Making Work Pay” Tax Credit Changes in Paycheck dated 3/20/09
Changes have been made to the payroll system to update the withholding tables for federal taxes based on
the “THE AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT OF 2009.” These withholding changes
allow the tax credit for 2009 to be realized by lowering

All managers, confidential employees and units 1, 5,
6, 8 and 10 employees are currently being reimbursed
at 40 cents per mile.
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Parole Board Holds 2nd Annual White
Ribbon Campaign
By Erin Farrell, Victim Service Coordinator

O

n February 13, 2009 the Parole Board held its 2nd annual White Ribbon Campaign. This event
was first launched in 1991 by a group of men in London, Ontario in response to a tragedy at the
Ecole Polytechnique, an engineering school associated with the Universite de Montreal. On December 6, 1989, Marc Lepine walked into the building, armed with a rifle and a hunting knife.
He entered a classroom, separated the men and women, ordered the 50 men to leave and then shot the remaining 9 women. He continued his massacre walking throughout the Ecole Polytechnique for 20 minutes
before turning the gun on himself. In all he murdered 14 women and wounded 14 others (4 men and 10
women). Before the first shot was fired, Marc Lepine claimed he was “fighting feminism.” That first year,
100,000 men wore white ribbons across Canada as a symbol of their
zero tolerance stance of violence against women. Today, the White
Ribbon Campaign is in 47 countries, with well over 5,000,000 signatures.
Since 2003, there have been 163 domestic violence related homicides
in Massachusetts. On average, more than 3 women are murdered by
their husbands or boyfriends in this country every day.
The White Ribbon Campaign pledge states “From this day forward, I
promise never to commit, condone or remain silent about violence
against women, sexual assault and domestic violence.” The goals of
this campaign are to:

•

Invite men throughout Massachusetts to take the pledge, put on a white ribbon and speak out against
violence against women, sexual assault and domestic violence;

•

Send the public message that men must (and are) taking
responsibility to end men’s violence against women;

•

Highlight the inspiring and creative work being done by
and with, men in nearly two dozen communities throughout
Massachusetts and encourage their replication;

•

Engage more men in transforming social norms that perpetuate and support sexual assault and domestic violence,
create an environment that promotes respect and equality
by connecting them with their local Jane Doe Inc. member
program and with statewide efforts; and

•

Raise funds to support the work of local victim service
groups and state coalition.

On February 14, 2009 Massachusetts held its 2nd annual statewide White Ribbon Campaign. Governor
Deval Patrick started the campaign with a press conference on February 12, 2009 where Chairman Mark
Conrad joined the Governor and other prominent men as White Ribbon Campaign Ambassadors.
The Parole Board held a brief ceremony on Friday, February 13, 2009 honoring those men within our
agency who have chosen to take the pledge to end violence against women. All men in Parole’s Central
Office were invited to attend, sign the pledge and wear a white ribbon. White ribbons were also supplied to
all involved to display on their car antennas.
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Serving on the Board: A Five-Year
Reflection
By Candace Kochin, Board Member

T

he Massachusetts Parole Board has had significant growth
and has attained several objectives since I first began my
appointment five years ago.

I have had the opportunity to be part of an agency that strives to assure public safety while preparing appropriate offenders for a successful reentry into our communities.

“It has been a
personal and
professional
pleasure to have
served with the
dedicated women
and men of the
Massachusetts
Parole Board.”

The benefits of extensive training have enhanced the Parole Board to
make informed evidence-based decisions as to whether a criminal offender should be released back into the community, and if so, under
what conditions. Board Members have attended several intensive
trainings on such topics as mental health and substance abuse treatment, education and employment, as well as housing assistance.
These trainings enable the Board, when working collaboratively with
crucial and necessary criminal justice and social service agencies, to
work towards a seamless reentry for those released from incarceration.
Complementing the ability of the Parole Board to make informed, evidence-based decisions, the agency has been administratively restructured in order to provide service and supervision to these parolees to
ensure that their reentry is successful.
The development of Regional Reentry Centers for each region in the
state affords every individual released from incarceration access to
substance abuse/mental health evaluations and treatment and job
training development. These centers aid in the supervision of parolees. These services are also offered to those who are released from
incarceration without supervision. The dedication of Parole staff has
made these centers important resources for effective reentry and public safety.
It has been a personal and professional pleasure to have served with
the dedicated women and men of the Massachusetts Parole Board. I
look forward to being part of the continuing success and advancement
in the coming years.
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A Board Member Looks Back
By: Pamela Lombardini, Board Member

I

“But once
again, our
assistance and
continued aid to
the offender is
what this job is
about.”

am happy to say that I have
just completed my second year
as a member of the Massachusetts Parole Board. As a former
Probation Officer, I am aware of the
trials and tribulations of supervising
some of our offenders and the difficulties of providing them with the right
treatment and support. Some offenders simply do not want our help, but I
believe that they are few and far between. There are many that do want
our guidance and it’s up to us to provide it. As a Board Member I try to
be mindful to make an obtainable
vote. There is no sense in giving a
positive vote to an offender that has
so many “strings attached” that in
the end they just wrap from the institution. Our objective is to get qualified offenders out of jail with as much
assistance as possible. I am fortunate to work with such knowledgeable individuals who provide me with
insight into programs and support
systems to ensure solid votes. I also
try to be realistic when deciding special conditions of parole. Offenders
have to work, care for their families
and comply with the conditions of
their parole. To have many special
conditions of parole can sometimes
provide enough of a bump in the road
for them to fail.
As Board Member, I have had the
opportunity to visit offenders, including a lifer, who are under active parole supervision. My visit with this
lifer gave me the chance to ask himhow his transition was what was
helpful in making the transition, and
how is he now dealing with everyday
life? It was wonderful to hear his
accolades about his Parole Officer,
and how Parole has helped him to
find housing, obtain his Social Security benefits and adjust to everyday
life outside of the walls.

I have also had the chance to visit
several programs and sober houses
which make it easier for me to envision what type of treatment is available for an individual, and what may
suit an offender best.
For years my interest has been with
employing offenders. In my position
as a U.S. Probation Officer, I served
as the liaison to FMC Devens, where
I worked with inmates to better prepare them for release. The program
included preparing inmates for employment through the preparation of
resumes and mock employment interviews. Shortly after joining the Parole Board, I was given the opportunity to be the Parole Board’s representative for the agency’s employment initiative, working alongside
the Director of Placement Services
Dave Sullivan and Post-Release
Placement Coordinator Chris Foster.
I have attended meetings with many
Parole Officers and other staff to encourage and promote Parole’s assistance to offenders in obtaining employment. I have met with Career
Center representatives and PreRelease facilities to better understand their roles in preparing inmates in their eventual release into
society. Employment in today’s economy is one of our biggest challenges.
It will be difficult to keep the offender
positive, in light of a struggling economic climate. But once again, our
assistance and continued aid to the
offender is what this job is about.
The past two years have been wonderful. Not only has it given me the
chance to continue in a career that I
love, but it has also provided me the
opportunity to work with a fine group
of dedicated people.
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Strides Made After NIC Training
By Christopher Foster, Post-Release Placement Coordinator

T

he Parole Board’s Placement Services Unit has
had an eventful winter
following up on some of
the recommendations which derived from the National Institute
of Corrections (NIC) training held
last fall. This collaborative training provided the Unit with new
and innovative ideas to serve the
ex-offender population.
Thanks to the help of Dave Quinlan, the Parole Board’s Director of
Information Technology, and
Liam Whitley, one of the Parole
Board’s Systems Analysts, we
have set up our first online employment kiosk in Springfield’s
Regional Office. The Information
Technology Unit uploaded the
kiosk software
(given to the
Parole Board
from NIC)
onto designated computers so that
clients in the
regional offices
may practice
their career
skills using
this simulated
application program. Additionally, clients may print out their
application following completion,
and have the option to bring this
document to their local Career
Center.

puters that are unable to perform
daily parole duties due to their
lack of technology; however, they
are able to adequately support
the kiosk program. The recycling
of these computers is an effort to
transform to the Chairman’s current mission of “moving forward”
with limited resources and funding.
Another suggestion taken from
last fall’s training was to convene
an ongoing Employment Advisory
Board comprised of members
from the public and private sector, as well as those in law enforcement. The Advisory Board
had its first meeting on February
13th, 2009. The group discussed
the importance of collaboration to
provide the best
services for the
ex-offender
population. Additionally, models from the

non-profit organization
Roca, as well
as Bunker Hill
Community
College, were
assessed in order to find best
practices for the placement of
ex-offenders.

Moving forward, we have found
that tracking the progress of the
group is difficult. In order to
manage this, we have developed
What is most commendable about
an online blog where members of
this project, thanks to the Inforthe Advisory Board may look at
mation Technology Unit, is that
the Board’s progress, ideas and
we were able to complete it in it’s
opportunities. The blog is also
entirety without any additional
being used as a tool to update
funding. The computers being
members on potential job, educaused to support the online kiosk
tional or volunteering opportuniapplication are outdated com-

ties for ex-offenders. Furthermore, the online blog will provide
users with a chance to download
helpful documents, such as Release of Information, Hiring Incentives and many other reentry
documents.
Lastly, as spring approaches, we
are holding another training
sponsored by the Executive Office
of Public Safety and Security
(EOPSS). The training will be
held on April 22nd and is aimed at
educating our Workforce Development partners who are currently
working with parole clients. The
training will cover major issues
that providers working with our
ex-offender population will need
to know about. The three areas
the training will touch on will be
presented by experts in the field.
Agapi Koulouris, Board Counsel
for the Criminal History Systems
Board, will be presenting on
CORI information, Diane Coffey,
Director of Victim Services for the
Parole Board, will be presenting
on victims awareness in job placement and IPSO (Intensive Parole
for Sex Offenders) Officer Mark
Kochanek will be presenting information on sex offenders.
We attribute many of our ideas
and new programs to the training
held by the National Institute of
Corrections. The training, which
provided us with much knowledge, has allowed the agency to
develop innovative and modern
day techniques to better serve the
Commonwealth in regards to exoffender employment and placement.
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Bringing a Different Perspective
to a New Role
By: Lisa Armstrong, Parole Officer

M

y career at the Parole
Board began in 1997
when I was hired as a
clerk for the Victim Service unit. I would assist the victim
coordinators at the time with the
handling of their cases. I had just
graduated from Suffolk University
with a degree in Criminology, and
was so excited to have landed a job in
my field.
While performing my duties as clerk,
a victim coordinator position became
available. I interviewed and was promoted to the position after working
for the agency for only eight months.
I served victims of the Commonwealth for the next 11 years.
The role of a victim coordinator is
unique within the agency. The objective is to aid and deliver services to
those who have been victimized,
while the remainder of the agency is
responsible for aiding the offender.
This uniqueness brings those who
work within the Unit extremely close.
Only another coordinator could truly
understand the challenges, complexities and emotional aspects of working
with victims of crime. The friendships that developed as a result of
working in that Unit are ones that I
truly cherish.
Working with victims and family
members of victims is difficult. Personally, I often felt humbled during
my conversations with them. I had
the opportunity to meet people who
survived loosing a loved one to murder, survivors of rape, parents of molested children and everything in between. The strength and courage
that these people possess is truly
amazing. I learned much from them
over the years.

This past summer I was selected for
an interview for the position of a
Field Parole Officer. I was elated
when the position was offered to me,
and of course I happily accepted.
I completed 10 weeks of intensive
training in policies and procedures,
defensive tactics and firearms. Upon
completion of the training, I was informed that I would be temporarily
assigned to the Lifer Unit.
Currently, I am traveling to various
prisons, interviewing inmates primarily convicted of murder. After
conducting the interview, I prepare a
summary report as well as a comprehensive file for the members of the
Board. Additionally, I am responsible
for ensuring that the inmate fully
comprehends the hearing process and
am available for any follow-up inquiries.
When I began working with this
population, I could not help but feel
that I was betraying the people I had
helped for so many years. It was definitely a period of transition for me.
Several months have passed and I
have since developed more of an empathetic attitude for the tribulations
that surround these offenders and
their various issues, while still maintaining my strong sensitivity for the
victims of their crimes.
Today I feel extremely fortunate to
have the experience of working with
both these groups of people. I sincerely feel it has afforded me a sort of
well-roundedness that will only serve
to assist me as I begin my work as a
Field Parole Officer.

IPSO Officer
Presents at
Conference
(Continued from page 6)

My presentation focused on the
history of IPSO (Intensive Parole
for Sex Offenders) Supervisionwhat it is, where we are today and
where we hope to be in the future.
Each of the attendees were given
handouts of MA Parole Board Sex
Offender Conditions (Sex ‘A’) special conditions and a summary
brief from the National Governor’s
Association Center for Best Practices (dated April 7, 2008) on
Managing Convicted Sex Offenders in the Community. In this
summary brief, the MA Parole
Board was highlighted as a ‘Gold
Standard’ as an Intensive Supervision Program.
It is my belief that after this presentation all participants came
away with a better understanding
of how we supervise sex offenders
in the community, and serve the
greater good of PUBLIC SAFETY
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Congratulations to the
following employees on their
recent retirements!
Donald LaFratta, Supervisor, Interstate
Compact Unit
Dale Johnson, Transitional Parole Officer
Michael Bush, Field Parole Officer
James Brothers, Field Parole Officer
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Chairman’s Column

Parole Board Chairman Mark A. Conrad

J

ean Tommer, the U.S. author once said, “Acceptance of prevailing standard often means we have no standards of our own.” As Chairman,
I truly believe this quote does not represent the mission of the Parole
Board. As leader of our agency, it is important for me to set the standard
for which we are measured by. Our standards must be set high and always mindful of moving our agency to perform at a higher level. We must all be aware of the
functionality of the Parole Board and execute our goals effectively. Simply put,
the agency’s function is twofold: making informed parole release decisions and
supervising parolees in the community. It is incumbent upon us to strive to further facilitate relationships with our community partners, nonprofits, academic
institutions, the private sector and ex-offenders, in order to help us support the
agency’s mission. Parole should always be engaged in evidence-based practices
and measurable outcomes.
My philosophy and strategy is based on what has been designated as the
S.M.A.R.T. Government approach, which stands for:
Strategic Objectives: making sure all agency initiatives are based on strategic objectives that are evidencebased and measurable;
Mission-driven focus: ensuring that all operations are managed based on measurable outcomes focused on our
responsibility to improve public safety;
Accountability: holding all staff, vendors, partners and clients accountable for their respective responsibilities;
Return on Investment: evaluating the value of initiatives and operations using a business model that assesses
cost, sustainability and validated outcomes; and
Transparency: creating an organizational culture and environment within a state agency in which all activities
are transparent.
So many times in business or government a real plan and strategy is lacking. S.M.A.R.T. gives us a road map
to follow, based on making informed decisions that will allow us to have measurable outcomes. Thus making our
agency transparent and more accountable to the vocation of our profession. It is our charge to first make sure
that cynics and critics appreciate that we are held to a high standard and that we value our profession as a part
of the solution and not part of the problem.
In the approaching months I will have an opportunity to articulate to the agency this new direction the Parole
Board is heading towards. This is not much different than how we have been conducting our business, but further solidifies our commitment to evaluating our mission.
In closing, I just want to recognize how appreciative I am in officially being named Chairman of the Parole
Board. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Governor Patrick for his unwavering support and loyalty
during my time on the Parole Board and as the Acting Chairman. I also want thank Secretary Burke, along
with Undersecretary Heffernan, in allowing me to be a part of such a brilliant team, and for their continued assurance during this tough, fiscally sensitive time. I am privileged and humbled by this immense duty and opportunity to make a difference in people’s lives. I also want to thank the hard working men and women of the
agency for their many years of service and continued dedication.
It is my promise to work S.M.A.R.T and to serve as if it’s my privilege! John D. Rockefeller, the great philanthropist, once stated, “Don’t be afraid to give up the good to go for the great!”
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Training Conducted on the Objective
Classification Instrument
By Lynn Ferraris, Chief of Transitional Services

D

iane Silva, Executive Director of Inmate
Placement for the Department of Correction, conducted two training sessions for
the Parole Board on March 11th. An overview of the Department of Corrections’ Objective
Classification instrument was presented to the Board
Members, followed by a second session with Institutional Parole Officers (IPOs). An objective classification system is defined as the “standardized evaluation and custody assignment of an inmate based on
objectively defined criteria. The criteria are weighed,
scored and organized into a valid and reliable classification instrument accompanied by an operational
manual for applying the instrument to inmates in a
systematic manner.” Diane was very well received by
all staff as she familiarized the training participants
with the variables of the classification process which
will ultimately assign a custody level to the offender.
A review of the override feature was provided explaining the differences between discretionary and nondiscretionary elements.
Both the Board Members and the IPOs enjoyed an
engaging and informative presentation from Diane. An excellent experience was reported by all
who were afforded the opportunity to benefit from Diane’s knowledge and expertise.

Opening Day at Fenway Park
April 6, 2009
Join the “Fenway Faithful” as they cheer on the
beloved Red Sox at Major League Baseball’s
smallest and oldest park.

113th Annual Boston Marathon
April 20, 2009
The oldest marathon in America and the largest single-day event in New England.
26.2 mile course starts in Hopkinton and finishes near Copley Square, Boston.

